WINTER 2018 CHALLENGES

CityStudio
Public Engagement in Municipal Decision Making

Challenge: Why are people not engaged with municipal governance matters and how might the city engage residents to become involved?

UFV Course
IDS 400F Civic Engagement and Participation

In this course students will examine the issue of public involvement in civic (local) elections. Undergraduate community-based research will be conducted. This is an excellent course for students planning to attend a grad school or a law school.
WINTER 2018 CHALLENGES

CityStudio
Delair Park Pump Station Community Art

Challenge: How can we increase the visibility of artistic expression by providing more public art?

UFV Course
VA 390 Community Arts Practice

In this public art class, students will work collectively to produce an Abbotsford based community arts project.
CityStudio
Reducing Litter in our Parks

**Challenge:** How can we reduce litter in our parks – what is the best way to change residents behavior concerning dumping refuse on city lands?

UFV Course
GEOG 257/CMNS 257
Environment: Science and Communications

In this class students will tackle real problems and use real science to find real solutions to the issue of littering in local parks and neighborhoods.
WINTER 2018 CHALLENGES

CityStudio
Creating Engaging Public Spaces

Challenge: How can we work with public and private land owners in strategic locations to transform these spaces into small, intimate public spaces that can be used by people?

UFV Course
BUS 478 Work Spaces, Built Places

This project-based course will allow students to respond to a challenge of re-purposing and enhancing public spaces to create a more welcoming community environment.
CityStudio
Increase citizen engagement to help foster neighbourhood pride

Challenge: How can we increase citizen engagement and help foster pride in neighbourhoods? The environment?

UFV Course
CYC 402 Community and Interdisciplinary Relations
In this course students will work in collaborative teams to design, plan and implement projects to help foster pride in local neighbourhoods.